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The La Vall d’Albaida region is formed by 34 
towns and located in the south of València 
province. The Vall is an inland jewel that 
offers many cultural and natural 
attractions. Its proximity to the coast and 
the most important cities in the region 
makes it a perfect place for rural and inland 
tourism.
The Vall d’Albaida is surrounded by the 
Mariola Mountain range, the Grossa 
Mountain range, the Agullent’s Mountain 
range, the Benicadell’s Mountain range and 
the Buscarró Mountain range and bathed 
by the Clariano River and the Albaida River. 
For that reason it is a region that offers 
everything with a great environmental 
attraction. If you want to have a break from 
the city and enjoy the landscape of the area, 
the Vall d’Albaida offers you rich cultural 
heritage and exquisite cuisine.

Inland
experience
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Jaume I ain the Vall d’Albaida
A Trail with Royal Seal

There are historical characters that are 
not only important biographically 
speaking, but also leave their seal on 
the territory. That is the case of Jaume 
I, the king of Aragon who added the 
Vall d’Albaida region to Europe in the 
13th century, and the one who 
established, on previous Muslim 
settlements or in new locations, the 
towns of Bocairent,Ontinyent, Albaida, 
Montaverner, La Po- bla del Duc and 
Llutxent, repopulating them with 
Christian settlers. The route “Jaume I 
in the Vall d’Albaida region” connects 
these municipalities along a way 49 
km long -divided in 5 stages- that goes 
through the whole region, from the 
Bocairent of les Covetes dels Moros to 
the Monastery of Corpus Christi and 
the Old Castle of Llutxent. 
As a supplement, it is offered a 
“Moorish pathway” (11 km), which 
diverts from La Pobla del Duc, through 
Castelló, Rugat and Aielo, to take us 
closer to the traces of the Islamic past 

of the shire, and which ends up going 
up to the mythic castle in Rugat, in 
the shady area of Benicadell Mountain 
range. It is like homage to the defeated 
ones, in that historical trauma that the 
feudal conquest meant, divided into 
two stages: from La Pobla to Castelló, 
and from here to the castle in Rugat.
If we go along flat paths and rural ways 
like the royal way to Gandía, in a route 
suitable for family tourism (on foot, 
bike, horse and even in a car in most 
parts...), we will discover the farming, 
river and mountain landscapes; the 
values of the heritage, ethnography 
and gastronomy of one of the most 
beautiful Valencian regions. This guide 
will inform you about the different 
stages of the route, with the objective 
of offering you a better planning. The 
adventure of the medieval towns and 
Moorish farmsteads is at your hands. 
The advice offered in this guide is 
thought to the people who will cover 
the route walking (the best option).
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Llutxent’s Castle
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The Conqueror King 
and the soil colours

Jaume I the Conqueror (Montpellier, 
1208-Alzira, 27th July 1276), after 
conquering Mallorca and Ibiza, spread 
the Crown of Aragon over the Sharq 
Al-Ándalus (1233-1245) and founded the 
kingdom of Valencia (1240-1707). The 
Muslims were expelled from the towns 
and many rural farmsteads to create 
a network of villages populated by 
colonizers coming from Catalonia (two 
thirds) and Aragon, Navarra, Cas- tile 
and Occitania (one third). In most
of the counties, these colonizers spoke 
Catalan, a language that started to be 
called Valencian in the middle of the 
14th century. All of them shared some 
laws, the Fueros de Valencia, which, 
from the decade of 1330 contributed 
to the genesis of a national feeling of 
Valencianity, which is strongly present 
nowadays.

The route “Jaume I in the Vall 
d’Albaida region” is –in fact– a cultural 
homage to the founding king of the 
kingdom of Valencian people, and an 
invitation to discover through his figure 
–so mythologized along the centuries- 
the colours, tastes and sensations of an 
inland Valencian region.
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Bocairent (4,300 inhabitants) is the 
most touristy and beautiful town in the 
county. It is well-known by its postcard 
of the views of the old quarter -its 
medieval nucleus-, which forms a 
bunch of alleys with an Islamic 
urbanism like a labyrinth on a rock 
surrounded by ravines. The visitor can 
enjoy here the Caves of the Moors 
(Berber barns); the church of the 
Asunción (paintings by Juan de Juanes 
and Segrelles, a gothic fountain from 
the 15th century and an interesting 
parish museum); the Archaeological 

Museum; the fountains (Gracia and St. 
Jaime) and hermitages in old quarter 
(St. Juan, Agosto, Desamparados); the 
cava (snow deposit) of St. Blas; the 
stone monastery of the Agustinas (16th 
century); the Bull ring (19th century) 
dug in the rocks; the Magic route and 
the Calzada’s bridge (15th century); 
the hermitages and the Andalusian 
bridges in the local area, and the 
Mariola Mountain range, with 
fountains, snow deposits and areas of 
archaeological interest.

FromBocairent to Ontinyent 
Across royal towns: the heart of the valley

Bocairent

Cava of St. Blas of BocairentTown of Bocairent
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From the general information board in St. Blas 
Square, or from the nearby Tourist Office in the 
Town Hall Square, we start a tour signaled with 
marks in the old quarter of Bocairent that will 
guide us along a labyrinth of alleys, typical in 
the Andalusian urbanism.
We go alongside the Town Hall from the 19th 
century and go up towards the church in front 
of the Archaeo- logical Museum. Going through 
Abadía Street we cross the narrow alley of 
Embós and go down –in a pleasant environment 
of fountains and washing places–  towards the 
hermitage of the Virgin of the Desamparados. 
We will find remains of medieval houses in 
Muret Street, and a viewpoint pointing the 
orchards in the ravine. We continue going up 
the stairs to cross St. Vicent square and visit 
then streets like the one of the Seven Slopes 
(winding stairs) or Virgin of August, around a 
gate and hermitage dedicated to that virgin. 
Now, instead of going out through the gate, 

we go up taking a shortcut to St. Juan Street, 
where we will find a house that reminds us to 
the Arabian poet Ibn Ruhaym, and the simple 
hermitage of St. Joanet built on the foundation 
of a very old oratory. From the hermitage we can 
go down to the Magic Route, that goes alongside 
the Town’s feet, and we arrive to the Pozo de 
San Vicente cave, the scene of a legendary 
Vincentian miracle, and the Calzada’s bridge, 
which will be the starting point to our first 
stage.

A tour around 
the town of Bocairent

Town of Bocairent Town of Bocairent





From Bocairent to Ontinyent 
(10 km - 3h 20’ approx.)
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From Bocairent to Ontinyent 
Across royal towns: the heart of the valley

A way dug in the rockMoor’s Caves from Bocairent

We will go along the ancient road from
Bocairent to Ontinyent, prior to the 
construction of the mountain pass 
modern road in Bocairent. This itinerary 
goes through Massarra’s mountain and 
takes profit of Fos’ ravine course to reach 
Ontinyent through Pou clar’s landscape.

0’ We start from the Calzada’s Bridge 
also called Darrere Vila’s Bridge -19,80 m 
wide x 25 high and 48 m long- and after 
5’ we leave Casa de l’Alfara at our right 
and its pond at our left side.
2’ We go alongside d’En Ferrís’ fountain 
in a pleasant landscape and, when we 
reach a cross where the way forks, we 
take the way at our right.
20’ In St. Antonio de Abajo’s hermitage
(Abad), we turn at our left and we 
continue going up the mountain. A few 
minutes later, the way gets narrower and 
becomes a path. There is a fork: the left 
path takes us to an old quarry; the one at 
our right, with stairs dug on the rock, is 
the one we will take.

35’ The rock stairs finish and we cross 
the private way in Massarra’s estate to 
go down through Fos ravine (also called 
Tarongers ravine in Ontinyent) following 
a signaled path (PRV-122). The first part 
is partially paved with flagstones and dug 
in the rock.
52’ We are now in the ravine’s bed, close 
to the King’s fountain, and we go through 
a part with a banister dug in the rock. We 
will see an ancient stone refuge, used by 
ancient walkers.
1 h Path crossing: the one at our right 
goes up the mountain. It is the Castellar’s 
path (a higher Islamic settlement), SL 
V-9. That isn’t our path, but the one at 
our left, going down Bou’s ravine. Here 
we go along Beneito’s house ruins and 
other demolished constructions.
1 h 15’ Pep Joan or Roda’s factory-mill, 
with three big stone tubs next to the 
way. It is one of the beautiful industrial 
architecture samples –or archaeological 
one- that we will find along this way. It is 
worth devoting 15’ to visit it.

Itinerary from Bocairent to Ontinyent (10 km - 3h 20’ approx.)
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Iron Wheel among the factory ruins Pou Clar of Ontinyent Ontinyent

1 h 30’ We start again crossing the ravine 
with a walkway near the other 
cave-refuge, and we observe an old 
factory from 1902.
1h 50’ Following a high-power line we 
arrive pas to the irrigation ditch or mil 
canal of Patiràs, and we cross again
the ravine next to Lluna’s mil, partially 
hidden by the brush. 2 h 05’ Crossing the 
canal we arrive to Patiràs mill, where the 
way gets wider and is suitable for cars. 
From here we go alongside Tarongers 
(orange trees) fountain before reaching 
the road Bocairent-Ontinyent (CV-81) a 
few minutes later.
2 h 15’ We continue walking on the left 
side along the road’s verge taking care of  
the cars and we can see an ancient 
irrigation dam in Ontinyent, which 
derives its irrigation channels from the 
Pou Clar area, where we are now.
2 h 23’ When we arrive to the Pou Clar 
(‘Clear Pit’) car park, we go down an area 
with garden and trees and the ponds 
bathing area, up to a straight path                

–Alba’s path- that will take us to Llom-
bo’s    millenary orchards.
2 h 40’ We will see a carob tree and 
l’Alba’s house, and we will take the way 
at our right –Llombo’s way- in the 
outskirts of Ontinyent. There is a mixture 
of ancient fields with country houses.
2h 45’ Next to an old factory and an 
irrigation divider in Llombo area, we turn 
left and down, towards the city.
2h 55’ Here we find a roundabout.
3h 05’ We go in the city along Rafael 
Sanchis Seguí’s Street and turn right 
along Llombo’s Avenue. When we arrive 
to the crossing with Conde de 
Torrefiel’s Avenue, we turn left and go 
down, towards the old quarter in 
Ontinyent.
3 h 20’ We arrive to St. Roque’s gate feet, 
where it is located the general 
information board of the Old Quarter. 
Going up and crossing this gate, you will 
find the Tourist Info bureau, located in 
the Vila’s Palace.
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From Ontinyent to Albaida 
Across royal towns: the heart of the valley

Camí excavat en la rocaCovetes dels Moros de Bocairent

Ontinyent

Ontinyent (36,000 inhabitants) is the 
most populated city in the Vall d’Albaida 
region and the capital of the Valencian 
textile industry. Going for walks along the 
streets in the old quarter neighborhood 
or enjoying the natural landscape and 
bathing area of the Pou Clar are two of 
the most well-known attractions. But, you 
should also visit the Palace of the Town, 
with a sample of the future Valencian 
Textile Museum; the anti-aircraft Refuge 
of Regall; the Archaeological Museum in 
Ontinyent and the region (MAOVA); the 
Natural Science Museum of the 
Capuchinos; the Moors & Christians 
Museum, a festivity held every August; 
St. Maria’s Church, with paintings by José 
Segrelles and the Magdalena by Marià 
Benlliure; the bell tower of the same 
church and the bells with a hand tolling; 
the Gothic and Baroque palaces in the 
Main Square and Mayor Street; the Old 
Bridge (1501) and St. María’s bridge, or 
Descals’ flour mill.

Ontinyent
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Cul-de-sac in the Old Quarter A diptych of the Annunciation St. José’s hermitatge, El Pla

We go in the Old Quarter’s medieval area 
crossing one of the city walls gates, the one of 
St. Roque, which will take us to the access to 
the Old Quarter’s Palace with the Tourist Info 
Bureau and a sample of the textile industry 
history. When we go out, in St. Roc’s square, at 
our left side we can go to St. Pere’s Street and 
then to Trinitat Street, in an environment of 
traditional architecture and historical flavour, 
that invites us to discover all the alleys –some 
of them with no exit- and some gardens in the 
sides.
In the lower part of Trinitat Street, we turn left 
and go up the slope through the narrow  
Callarís. Then we turn right going along 
Cordellat and Iglesia Street, which will take us 
to the Vila Square, where we can visit the 
impressive St. Maria’s church and the bell 
tower. From this point, we can go down taking 
the stairs and ramps from Mirador Street up to 
Mayor Square, that will invite us to visit the 

Town Halls and  several museums (Regall 
Refuge, Archaeological Museum and Festivity 
Museum) in that area. Then we go down 
through Baix Square, where we can access to 
the Old Bridge of the river, although we will 
go up the stairs in Morales Street towards 
Major Street (also called Mayans-Gomis), with 
beautiful churches and houses. We follow that 
Street taking the left direction up to Concepción 
Square, where we will find indications about the 
route Ontinyent-Albaida.

A tour along Ontinyent’s 
old quarter



From Ontinyent to Albaida 
(11,8 km - 3h approx.)
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From Ontinyent to Albaida 
Across royal towns: the heart of the valley

Forcall’s manor houseValencia’s door

Itinerary from Ontinyent to Albaida (11,8 km - 3h approx.)

0’ We will start in Concepción Square in
Ontinyent towards Pla’s industrial area, 
along the streets Pintor Carlets, 
Germanies and Músico Pérez. From here, 
we leave the city along Ramón y Cajal 
Avenue and we continue along the 
industrial area, Tèxtil Avenue just before 
the third roundabout, where there are 
some cypresses, before reaching Sprinter 
store.
20’ Then we turn left and go down taking 
the way at our right, alongside St. José 
del Pla’s hermitage and a country house 
from 1880. We continue along the old 
road VV-2035, which links here with the 
main axis of Jaume I’s route and will
take us from here to Llutxent’s local area 
along the valley.
53’ In Gandia’s Pontet (‘little bridge’) the 
royal way and Pla’s irrigation channel 
cross. The Pla’s area was the largest    
orchards area in Ontinyent and its 

irrigation channel watered what 
nowadays is the industrial area and some 
fields that have been saved from the 
developments in the 20th centur. 
Gandía’s houses and the impressive 
hackberry in Campanero’s house indicate 
that we are now in a rural area.
1 h 9’ A roundabout indicates that the 
royal way to Gandía crosses the 
motorway CV-40 perpendicularly 
(a diversion of the A-7 motorway 
Valencia-Alicante via L’Olleria, Albaida 
and Alcoy). In the other side, we will find 
the dry lands of Agullent and Albaida 
(vine, fruit trees, olive trees...), which were 
ruled anciently by huge manor houses: 
the masías or masos.
1 h 50’ We can take an access way in the 
royal way to reach one of these manor 
houses: Forcall’s house, in Albaida’s local 
area.
1 h 55’ A cypress and a Stop signal 
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The Aljorf La Llotjeta: Amorós art studio

indicate that we have arrived to the 
crossing with the road from Aielo de 
Malferit to Albaida through L’Aljorf. Here 
we leave the royal way –which continues 
straight- and we take this local road on 
turning right and going down.
2 h 1’ We leave at our right side the Xopà 
house on a steep slope, another one of 
the country houses in the area.
2 h 3’ We arrive to the bottom of Forcall 
ravine and cross the bridge.
2 h 23’ We arrive to Palanques bridge 
that crosses the stream from Agullent, 
next to the confluence with the Albaida 
river. Once again, we take a slope 
upwards. At our right side, there is       
Matona’s country house, where there was 
a Moorish mill.
2 h 40’ We find the roundabout next 
to the ancient Moorish settlement of 
L’Aljorf, and we go through it taking the 
streets Virgen del Rosario, Iglesia, 

Reverendo Segrelles and Roser.
2 h 50’ Roser’s hermitage, between
L’Aljorf and Albaida’s old quarter, that
can be reached through the Gate of       
Valencia. We go up through the Raval 
Jussà neighborhood (streets: d’Avall, 
Sant Miquel, Fraga and Trinitat) and we 
find the Carrer d’Avall fountain, birth 
house of blessed Nicolau Factor, St. 
Miquel’s hermitage, the walls of the 
ancient St. Cristóbal’s gate and opposite, 
the Art Space “La Llotgeta”, with gothic 
arches.
3 h 00’ We arrive to the Mayor Square in 
Albaida, where we can find the City Hall 
and the Tourist Information Office to plan 
your visit surrounded by monuments 
and presided by several museums, the 
Marquis Palace and the church.
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From Albaida to Montaverner across Bufali  
Across royal towns: the heart of the valley

Albaida Bufali

The city of Albaida (6,000 inhabitants) was the 
centre of the marquisate of the Milà and Aragó, 
descendants from the Borja and the kings of 
Aragon. The marquis palace (13th- 17th 
centuries) contains gothic halls and others with 
beautiful baroque wall paintings, and also a 
mockup of the town as it was in the 15th century 
(Tourist Info Office) and the International Puppets 
Museum. Other museums and spaces that can 
be visited are the Segrelles House-Museum, the 
Museum of Nativity Scenes, the one of the Bell 
Ringers, the Cave of the Valley (an anti-aircraft 
refuge), the Art Space-Workshop “Amorós” 
(private, with gothic arches), the house of the 
painter Ridaura, the church of the Asunción 
(16th-17th centuries) with many paintings by 
Segrelles and the parish museum, and also the 
ex-convent of the Puríssima (17th-18th centuries). 
You will also be able to go for walks among city 
wall gates, fountains and saints tiles; discover 
the mills and irrigation channels in the Water of 
the Mountain Pass route (Albaida-Atzeneta-El 
Palomar), or climb the Covalta Mountain.

Bufali (160 inhabitants), a village with a train 
station in the railway Valencia-Alcoy, is located in 
a pleasant environment of orchards, surrounded 
by the luxuriant ravine of Junda and the Albaida 
river. For some recent decades, it has a farming, 
industrial (textile) and touristic activity (rural 
accommodation Forn del Moro), despite being 
scarcely populated. It is a perfect place for going 
for walks in its parks, discovering fountains 
like the Junda or Riu (river), and looking at the 
landscape from the hermitage of the Stations 
of the Cross. This village has an Arab origin 
and keeps an interesting heritage: the church 
of the Virgin of Loreto (1885-1887), which 
keeps a big baptismal font (16th century) and a 
marble sepulchre (1807); the country houses of 
Fenoll (18th century) and Dels Barranquets (19th 
century); the train stone bridge (19th century), 
etc. It celebrates patron festivities in August and 
bonfire of Sant Antoni del Porquet in January.

Albaida: Milà & Aragó palace
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Church of the Assumption: detail House-Museum of the painter Segrelles Baroque paintings in the Marquis Palace

Bufali

The Mayor Square in Albaida is an area with 
mo- numents presided by the Milà & Aragó’s 
Marquis Palace, which was built taking as the 
foundations three big towers of the New Islamic 
Castle in Albaida (13th century). Looking at the 
palace, we can see at our right side the bishop 
from Orihuela Josep Tormo’s house-palace 
(18th century) and the Square fountain (17th 
century); at our left side Llinàs house (from the 
19th century, current City Hall), the ancient 
‘Cara de la Villa’ (15th century) that provides 
access to the Clos de la Vila (higher part). Next 
to this gate we can find the Tourist Info Office, 
which keeps the giants and bigheads, and a 
mockup of Albaida in the 15th century. From 
this point we can easily access the Nativity 
Scenes museum (‘Casa de la Vila’) and Puppets 
Museum (in the Palace), and to the gothic and 
baroque halls in the palace. Moreover, you 
should also visit the church and the parish 
museum, the bell tower, the bell ringers’ 

museum, the house-museum of the Painter 
Segrelles, which is at the end of Vila’s square.
We also recommend you to visit the Cova del 
Vall (a nearby underground route, in Trinidad 
Street) and go for a walk in Major and Nou 
streets up to the fountains in the Glorieta park, 
alongside houses from the 13th-20th centuries, 
fountains and ceramic compositions. Near here 
you will find the Capuchins ex-convent in Real 
Street, and the Renaissance cross of the Eras 
(behind the Old Schools).

A visit to the monuments 
in Albaida



From Albaida to Montaverner 
across Bufali  (7,9 km - 2h 40’ approx.)
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From Albaida to Montaverner 
across Bufali  (7,9 km - 2h 40’ approx.)
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From Albaida to Montaverner across Bufali
Across royal towns: the heart of the valley

The orchard of BufaliThe church in L’Aljorf 
Roser’s hermitatge

Itinerary from Albaida to Montaverner across Bufali  (7,9 km - 2h 40’ approx.)

0’ We start in Mayor Street taking the 
slope down of the ancient road N-340 to 
the train station, the Gate of Valencia, 
where we arrived when we came from 
Ontinyent.
6’ We go alongside Roser’s hermitage, 
an ancient mill next to river Albaida and 
a stone bridge from the 16th century 
towards Bufali. We leave the views of 
L’Aljorf at our left side and some fields 
that take the water from Fanecades area.
When we arrive to a tunnel that goes 
underneath the railways, we don’t take it, 
we take way at our left side.
17’ We arrive to Barranc’s house: an 
ancient country house facing the way, 
and we will go past it. Opposite it, a bit 
higher, there are the railways.
25’ From the Pla dels Moros, in a turn of 
the way to the right we can see an 
impressive view of L’Aljorf, Albaida, the 
Old Castle hillock and the Covalta (High

Cave) mountain.
30’ We go past another country house 
along the way to Bufali and the Vega: 
Sa- torre’s country house. In a lower part, 
the way splits: on the left, towards the 
racing circuit ‘La Vega’; on the right 
slope, the one we will follow up to Bufali, 
among dry land fields.
52’ After leaving some country houses 
at our left side, we cross the bottom of 
Junda’s ravine, a tributary of the river 
Albaida rich in water and vegetation. We 
go up to the village of Bufali and, in the 
Stop signal in the ring road we turn right 
to access to the old quarter from the 
higher part (we can also go down taking 
a way   on the right side next to the 
fountain in Junda ravine, which springs in 
the steep slope).
1 h In the higher part of the village of 
Bufali we can find the town hall and the 
Virgen de Loreto’s church. We go on
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Alongside the river The chruch in Montaverner, among fluvial black poplars

 downwards surrounded by traditional 
architecture and some devotional tiles 
and we leave the village (if we don’t want 
to visit it right now) from the lower part, 
from the sports centre.
1 h 10’ A steep slope takes us up to the 
River fountain and Albaida’s river bank 
that we cross in the bridge of Palanca. 
Opposite, we can still find the remains  
of a wall from the Moorish mill in Bufali. 
We take the slope up to Fenoll’s house, 
which you will see at your right side.
1 h 20’ Above Fenoll’s house (or of 
Ferrandis), we find again the Royal Way 
from Ontinyent to Gandía, and we turn 
right. We will go close to the ecologic 
exploitation in Mas l’Arboleda (at your 
right), which offers the products  in its 
own shop.
1 h 52’ If we go down the slope, we will 
cross the ravine of Barranquets along a 
footbridge.

1h 57’ We find  Cap-Blanc  fountain,  one 
of the many in Montaverner’s local area.   
A few steps further, the way on the left 
invites us to go for a walk in the orchards 
in Montaverner, created by the initiative 
of Jaume I. However, we will go straight 
on towards the village from the right 
side.
2h 5’ We cross the river Albaida through 
the Passet and we are at a few steps from 
the centre of this village.
2 h 11’ We arrive to the Mill’s corner, the 
fountain and the washing place in
Montaverner. If you wish, we can continue 
along Bot Street, Iglesia Square and 
Mayor Street up to the road. We will 
arrive in front of the ancient Convent.
2 h 40’ After visiting this village and the 
surrounding area, we can visit the 
Monument for Jaume I, founder of the 
village, where you can read a short 
biography. End of the stage.
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From Montaverner to La Pobla del Duc
Across royal towns: the heart of the valley

Montaverner

Montaverner (1,700 inhabitants) is a 
village with farming tradition, but it has 
become an industrial one since the 20th 
century, with some touristic and 
landscape attractions. In this village, 
apart from streets with Mediterranean 
architecture houses (18th-19th 
centuries), you will find the corner of the 
fountain, washing place and mill; the 
Mayor Square, where you will find the bell 
tower (a local symbol), which keeps an 
embedded capital from the former gothic 
temple; the current church, devoted to 
Santiago and St. Juan Evangelista (18th 
century), with interesting paintings, and 
the hermitage of the Stations of the 
Cross. Walking by signaled pathways, 
we can reach the river bank of the rivers  
from Albaida and Ontinyent, over which 
there are iron bridges from 1890; the 
washing place of the fountain of the 
Cuatro Chorros (Four Streams) or the 
neo-gothic hermitage of Colata, which 

Montaverner

occupies a plot of land of a Roman village 
and a Moorish deserted area. 
The festivities are held in August and St. 
Blas.
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La Pobla del Duc

La Pobla del Duc

La Pobla del Duc (2,500 inhabitants), land 
of vineyard peasants, fruit trees and other 
crops; With a consolidated industrial park 
and an agricultural cooperative dating 
from 1939, has the following resouces and 
places to visit: the Virgin of the Asunción 
Church (18th century), with an austere 
stone façade and an hexagonal prism bell 
tower; peasants’ houses, votive ceramic 
brick screens and sundials of the 18th 
and 19th centuries; The Ferrer’s knights’ 
house (17th century) and the Bataller’s 
senyorets house (19th century); The 
Poassa cistern (old Islamic water mill) 
and the municipal washing place (1930); 
The cooperative’s industrial chimney 
(1944); the improved Civil War antiaircraft 
shelters in the Missena plain and the Casa 
Alta (1938), and the Penyeta recreational 
area. The patron saint festivities are held 
in late August or early September, and the 
trade and gastronomic fair in autumn.
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From Montaverner to La Pobla del Duc  
(7,1 km - 2h 5’ approx.)
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From Montaverner to la Pobla del Duc
Across royal towns: the heart of the valley

A shepherd, in Colata’s flat landCorner of the mill

Itinerary from Montaverner to la Pobla del Duc (7,1 km - 2h 5’ approx.)

0’ This is the most comfortable, easiest 
and flattest stage in Jaume I’s route. It 
goes along the royal way from Ontinyent 
to Gandía, which connects in a straight 
line Montaverner and La Pobla, in the 
central sector of the region. We start from 
Mayor Square in Montaverner, walking 
Eastwards.
10’ Going down Mayor Street, we go past 
the Convent and, a bit higher, we walk in 
front of the Monument Garden to Jaume 
I, and then we follow through the 
industrial area towards the motorway 
from L’Olleria’s mountain pass to Gandía.
22’ Just after leaving the industrial area 
the landscape gets wider and we can 
see the hill of the Stations of the Cross, 
Alfarrasí in the Northwest and La Pobla 
del Duc far away, in the East.
28’ The Royal Way is taken for a 
moment by the roundabouts in the 
motorway, which we must cross to take 

it again (through Petronor petrol station 
upwards). 
40’ We go underneath the railway 
Valen- cia-Alcoy. Far away, in the North, 
we can see Benissuera, Sempere’s bell 
tower and the water in Bellús’ reservoir.
49’ A bit far away we can see Bèlgida 
and Beniatjar in the South and La Pobla 
del Duc in the East. The trees with a cut 
silhouette forming crenels are tramps to 
hunt thrushes.
1 h 2’ Near the confluence of the ravine 
from Bèlgida with Torralba river there are 
meanders with low land fields, from river 
flooding, which are called here algoleja 
(Arabic al-walâja, ‘the meander’).
1 h 7’ We are now in Casa de Boles gate, 
close to the crossing of the river Torralba, 
an affluent to the river Missena. We walk 
among millenary vineyards and other 
crops in the fertile Missena’s flat land.
1 h 30’ We arrive to the crossing of the
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Vineyards in Colata. Benissuera, Sempere’s 
bell tower and Bellús’ reservoir

House of the Ferrer

river Missena, an affluent of the river 
Albaida, and we cross it on a bridge 
rebuilt in 2016. We go on surrounded by 
dry land fields, in La Pobla’s local area, 
and the refuges in Missena’s flat land and 
Casa Alta are nearby and can be visited 
(ask in the Town Hall).
1 h 48’ There is a Stop signal of the park 
where the industrial area in La Pobla del 
Duc starts.
1 h 53’ We go inside the urban nucleus 
along Albaida Avenue.
1h 55’ You will see the public washing 
place. 
1 h 58’ We cross the road from Concòrdia 
Square to L’Om Square and we continue 
along Mesón and Forn Streets.
2h 5’ We arrive to Villa and Iglesia 
Squares, that are the centre of the old 
quarter. You can find here the Town Hall 
(where you can ask for information) and 
the parish.



From La Pobla del Duc to Llutxent  
(9,7 km - 2h 40’ approx.)
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From La Pobla del Duc to Llutxent 
Across royal towns: the heart to the valley

PumpkinplantsThe gate of the former Santos Médicos Convent

Itinerary from La Pobla del Duc to Llutxent  (9,7 km - 2h 40’ approx.)

0’ Starting from the Church Square in La Pobla 
del Duc, we walk Eastwards and go alongside the 
gate of the former Santos Médicos Convent.
14’ When we leave La Pobla, we arrive to the 
crossroads that derives in the right side to the 
Moorish Path, which arrives to Castelló de Rugat 
and the mountain. Here we will continue in the 
left side, taking the royal way to Gandía. A few 
minutes later we can see Quatretonda at our left, 
with the Grossa Mountain range in the 
background.
31’ Going up the Andarella rise, we can observe 
in the distance the village of Castelló de Rugat 
and the Morquí mountain pass, which links the 
Albaida Valley with La Safor.
35’ There is the access, at our left side, to the 
recreational area of La Penyeta, that we will visit 
quickly to enjoy the panormic views. We are now 
in the centre of the Albaida Valley.
1 h 4’ We come back to the royal way after some 
minutes and arrive to Sarrient country house: a 
farming house in the western part of La Pobla’s 
local area.
1 h 14’ Facing the East we can see the hollow 

of Vernissa (a transition area between Albaida 
Valley and La Safor), presided by the impressive 
castle of Palma.
1 h 18’ We arrive to the Four Ways: a 
perpendicular crossroads of the royal way to 
Gandía with the way from Castelló to Llutxent, 
and here we turn left towards Llutxent. We 
will find some orange tree fields from recent 
plantation. 
1 h 30’ The village of Benicolet can be seen at 
our right.
1 h 34’ Ciscar’s house, in the middle of a wooded 
hillock, reminds us the surname of the former 
owner: a hero from the War of Independence and 
the Liberal Revolution, as the admiral Ciscar was.
1 h 12’ We cross the ravine Xetà and leave at our 
right side an impressive fig tree. We walk among 
stony dry lands, which have been improved 
thanks to the dripping irrigation of the orange 
trees and some rustic buildings.
1 h 55’ There is a crossroads of the way from 
Castelló-Llutxent with the perpendicular ones of 
Regadiu (to the right) and Casa Nova (to the left). 
2 h 4’ Some farms show architectonically the 
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Benicolet Llutxent

relevance of the ranching in Llutxent in recent 
decades. There is a beautiful panoramic view of 
the Grossa Mountain range and the strait of the 
waters in Bellús, facing the Northwest.
2 h 14’ When we arrive to the fork, we take the 
one on the right side (L’Estret way) and we go 
alongside a farm before going up among barren 
lands to the Mountain of St Ana, with the 
Cemetery on the top.
2 h 32’ From the cemetery, with impressive 
cypresses, we can see a beautiful panoramic view 
of Llutxent, with the Consolación hermitage and 
the Monastery in the background. To reach the 
village we must go down the way (or take the 
stairs as a shortcut). We can also stop 10’ to rest 
or take photos.
2 h 40’ Crossing Les Poaces hollow, we go in the 
old quarter along ‘Dels Dotze’ Street and 
continue along the Iglesia Square and ‘Dels 
Porxes’ Street until we find the Town Hall. We 
advise you to have a short rest in Llutxent and 
start the visit to the village and the excursion to 
Mont Sant afterwards (the hermitage, monastery 
and castle).

Llutxent (2,500 inhabitants) was the centre of 
a medieval barony. From this period the New 
Castle of the Pròixida and the Maça de Liçana 
are kept (13th -15th centuries), a Gothic work 
with architectural and pictorial elements 
of great interest. In addition, some other 
important buildings: the Old Castle or d’El Xiu 
(Islamic, 12th century); The Dominican 
monastery of Corpus Christi (15th -18th 
centuries), which hosts an International Music 
Festival every July, and its Gothic chapel, in 
which Pere Comte (15th century) intervened; 
The baroque Consolación hermitage, 
decorated with ceramic screens of the Milagro 
de los Corporales (18th century), recalled in 
Llutxent every February 24 as a festivity; The 
Vives house and other well-off farmhouses. The 
Asunción parish church, in an academic style 
(19th -20th century), houses a Pròixida’s small 
chest (15th century), a processional cross from 
the 16th century and a venerated icon of the 
Santa Faz (Holy Face).

Llutxent
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From La Pobla del Duc to Llutxent 
Across royal towns: the heart of the valley

Miracle of the Corporals Old Castle or “del Xiu”Noble hall

Visiting Llutxent 
and a round trip (5 km - 3h approx.)

The old quarter in Llutxent has two 
emblematic monuments worth visiting: 
the parish church and its treasures, and 
the Castle-Palace, which is being
currently restored. After this, we can go 
down through the Town Hall square to 
Lluís Vives Square and Mig Street, where 
we can still find some interesting facades. 
We go down to Pinet road and go up 
towards this village until we arrive to 
some ancient houses and a cross where 
the slope to the Costa starts: a slope 
made with stone pavement that will take 
us to the Consolación hermitage. If we go 

ahead we arrive to the nearby monastery 
of the Corpus Christi (at about 20’ on foot 
from the village), which is worth visiting. 
Behind the monastery, a path goes down 
to the Xiu hollow, a starting point where 
we can go up easily (taking a path, in 10’) 
to the impressive Old Castle. 
This treasure from Al-Andalus, keeps 
some walled areas, towers, gates, water 
cisterns, etc. If we go down from the 
castle taking the path to the road, this 
road will take us again –comfortably– to 
the village of Llutxent, to the place where 
we started.



Old Castle or “del Xiu”

Monastery of the Corpus Christi
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From La Pobla to Castelló de Rugat    
(4,7 km - 1h 30’ approx.)

Rugat castle by Rugat and Aielo 
(7,7 Km - 2h 30’ approx.)
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From La Pobla del Duc to Castelló de Rugat
The Moorish Pathway: the memory of the vanquished

The ravines in Castelló de RugatRemains of the Borja’s palace

Itinerary from La Pobla del Duc to Castelló de Rugat  
(4,7 km - 1h 30’ approx.)

0’ Starting from the Cristo Square (the 
church) in La Pobla del Duc, we walk towards 
the East along the little square of Malta 
(Poeta Guarner Sq) and we go alongside the 
former minimal convent (only remaining the 
gate).
9’ We go through the Stations of the Cross 
park, to leave La Pobla following the royal 
way to Gandía. We will see a drinking water 
deposit from 1928.
16’ We find a fork: the one on the left is 
the link to the royal way from Ontinyent to 
Gandía 
(Jaume I route towards Llutxent); the one on 
the right –the one we will follow now- is the 
way from Castelló de Rugat or ‘de les Gerres’ 
(the Moorish Path), that will take us to 
Benicadell Mountain.
19’ We can already enjoy the views of Castelló 

and Salem’s hollow, a corner amongst 
mountains at the feet of Benicadell crag: the 
Peña Cadiella in the book Cantar de Mio Cid, 
the Penacadell in the Llibre dels feits by the 
king Jaume I. Here we walk among apricot 
trees and peach trees, summer fruit trees or 
fruits with bone.
25’ A milestone indicates that we are 
entering in Castelló de Rugat’s local area, 
along a dirt track.
43’ We cross the bottom of the water streams 
from Sarrient and Castelló, which only flow 
abundantly in times of rain.
48’ We can enjoy the views of the Sénia 
Viewpoint: a landscape with dry land crops, 
rough ravines and pine forests.
52’ We have at our sight the hill of the 
hermitage in Castelló, a strategic hill, 
occupied by a small castle in times of Jaume I.
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Prickly pears, and a trap to hunt thrushes The hermitatge and the village of Castelló

1 h A viewpoint of the landscape popularly
known as the “Bull ring”.
1 h 3’ We find a way to go down to the Xerca 
fountain. We will see some trees with 
branches in the shape of crenels, as traps to 
hunt thrushes.
1 h 11’ We arrive to the Hermitage Viewpoint: 
the hermitage is in front of us.
1 h 19’ We go underneath the motorway of 
the mountain pass from L’Olleria to Gandía. 
1 h 25’ We go in Castelló de Rugat’s old 
quarter alongside the school. Then, we follow 
up along Cruz Street, the Bon Aire (we turn 
right) and Trinquet (now we turn left). 
1 h 30’ We are now at the feet of the former 
duke palace of the Borja from Gandía, lords 
of Castelló. A few steps further, going down 
the slope we can find the Town Hall where we 
can get information to visit the village.

Castelló de Rugat (2,300 inhabitants) has an 
industrial park and shops frequently visited  
by people from neighboring villages. It was 
the head of Rugat castle or Castelló medieval 
barony, presided over by the Bellvís’ and 
Romeu’s castle (14th to 17th centuries), 
transformed into a palace by Gandia Borja 
Dukes. The remains of this building, a 
clandestine Moorish mosque and a nearby 
cistern crown the Islamic centre, lying at the 
foot of the top of the San Antón hermitage 
(18th century), the site of a castle that gave 
its name to the place. This was also known as 
Castelló de las Tinajas, for its secular
tradition in pottery manufacture. 
On the outskirts, near the raft, we find the 
washing place and the Fuente Mayor (1881), 
the Gerreta ceramic oven can be visited (17th 
century). The Asunción church, the most 
colorful monument of the town, is from the 
18th century and it is of baroque style.

Castelló de Rugat
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To the Rugat castle by Rugat and Aielo de Rugat
The Moorish Pathway: the memory of the vanquished

Canyeta StreetRemains of Moorish orchads

Itinerary from castle in Rugat by Rugat and Aielo  
(7,7 km - 2h 30’ approx.)

0’ We can start in Castelló de Rugat from 
Constitución Square (the church and Town 
Hall) and visit some nearby streets like La 
Canyeta St, El Xorret St or Sant Vicent St, 
before turning left in this one and go ahead 
the long Font Street, which links with the 
road to Gandía.
12’ We find –in the left side of the road– the 
fountain, the public washing place and the 
irrigation pond for the orchards in Castelló. If 
we go across the road, after some steps, we 
will find the restored wood stove of Gerreta, 
which can be visited (you can ask for 
infor- mation in the Town Hall). We come 
back to the fountain to continue our route.
17’ It’s better to follow the way from 
Llutxent, opposite the old quarter, which 
starts next to the industrial unit of the 
cooperative Castelduc. We will go past Virgen 
de Fátima’s farm, where it was the former 
mill of the Moorish deserted area of the 
Rafalet. Between us and the village of 
Castelló we can find the remains of the 

Moorish orchards.
33’ When we arrive in front of the tunnel
we should turn right and go up surrounded 
by fruit trees. We are going towards Rugat 
through la Serreta.
35’ We will soon see, facing the South, the 
hill Algebassó, that the Romans called 
Mons Rugatus (‘the creased hill’), a fact that 
explains the names of Rugat or the castle of 
Rugat (Aielo), as all this area was “Rugat’s 
local area”.
55’ After leaving the Serreta through the 
place that perhaps al-Ázraq chose to plan 
the deadly –but unsuccessful– ambush to 
Jaume I in 1257, we can already see the 
hollow in Rugat, with the village with this 
name at first sight, and the castle in Rugat 
in the side of the mountain. We can go down 
to Rugat taking the way on the right side.
59’ We go across the road in the bus stop, 
and go down to the nucleus in Rugat. We 
can devote 10’ to go for a walk in the Palace, 
visit the corner of the washing place and 
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Public washing La Guerreta wood stove

the church, and go to St. Bernat and St. Rita 
streets (Town Hall) towards Aielo de Rugat.
1 h 15’ We go past an ancient riurau: an area 
devoted to dry the grapes in the sun to make 
raisin. We will also see some carob trees and 
then sports centre, where we will take the 
way on the right side, towards the water 
stream.
1 h 22’ Crossing area in the ravine of the 
Fountains in Rugat. Then, there is a tender 
flat land with dry land fields.
1 h 30’ Alonso bricks factory, at the feet of 
Aielo. We cross the ravine again towards the 
village.
1 h 38’ We start a walk around Aielo (the 
Square, the Ravalet) and look for the 
fountain next to the Town Hall, and the 
public washing place to go up taking the 
ceme- tery way towards the Mill at the feet of 
the mountain.
1 h 52’ The mill, washing place and the 
ancient pond (filled with concrete) for the 
orchards in Aielo are the starting point of an 
easy path that will take us to a wooded area, 
up to the castle in Rugat.
2 h Pasta fountain: water spring (flowing 

when it rains) that feeds the orchards in 
Aielo. We should follow the path SLV-43 that 
starts at our left side, in front of a cottage 
after crossing the ravine.
2 h 6’ After crossing a little ravine we turn 
back and see the Four Farmyards: a big 
Moorish farmyard that could be linked to the 
castle in Rugat.
2 h 10’ We find a crossing with the way that 
goes (if we turn right) towards the Penyes 
Llúcies: so called because they shine when it 
rains and are wet. We continue going up the 
path on the left.
2 h 19’ The corner of the Castle’s fountain, 
where the builders that built the fortress and 
the garrison took the water, and which 
watered here some small orchards (like a 
garden) from some little ponds.
2 h 25’ We arrive to Magre country house, a 
mountain refuge for shepherds, a point from 
which we can see a beautiful sight of the 
castle.
2 h 30’ Castle in Rugat (coming back to 
the village of Aielo can take us, taking the 
same path we took for going up, about 
40’).
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The prision’s gateOrchards in Rugat

Rugat 

Rugat (180 inhabitants), a farmstead 
already mentioned in the 11th century by 
the author of El collar de la paloma, keeps 
the pleasant garden environment that the 
Muslims created by taking advantage of the 
fountains waters. In the 20th century, raisin 
emerged together with the traditional crops, 
which explains the riuraus (arched porches) 
you can see around the village, where the 
wattles to put the grapes to dry in the sun 
are kept. The Valldigna monks, who owned 
the place from the 14th to the 19th century, 
had a palace which is still in good conditions 
(16th century). The church, suitable within 
the walls of a mosque -the corner behind 
it keeps the ablutions canal- is a baroque 
and neoclassical style landmark, presided 
over by the Renaissance altarpiece of the 
Virgen de Gracia by Nicolau Borràs, disciple 
of Joan de Joanes. The public washing place 
is worth seeing as well as the mill at the foot 
of the mountain (18th century). It also has a 
camping site.
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Rugat castle Aielo de Rugat

Aielo de Rugat 

Aielo de Rugat (180 inhabitants) was built 
by the Muslims next to a fertile orchard. 
Agriculture (in the 19th century it was known 
as “Aielo de las Peras”) was combined with 
mountain activities: livestock, firewood, 
etc. In the dry years of the last century the 
riuraus (arched porches) were common to 
make raisins. Later, Alonso’s brick industry 
emerged. Opposite the village we can see 
Redondo and de la Barca small hills, and, in 
the middle, Castle de Rugat butte, from the 
11th century, improved in the 13th century 
and nearly destroyed in the 14th. A beautiful 
path, starting from the flour mill and the 
Pasta fountain, allows you to discover the 
wonders of Aielo: the Cuatro Corrales (Four 
pens), the Peñas Llúcies, the Ferri Fountain... 
In the village centre, the intimate Moorish 
Arrabal and the de la Asunción church (18th 
century), with its simple baroque interior and 
an elegant bell tower.



Accommodations
and hostelery guide

Jaume I in the Vall d’Albaida | A Trail with Royal Seal
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Accommodations | Rural houses

Bocairent

Mas L’Altet Mariola 626 304 142

Sant Vicent 660 736 774

Veles e Vents 629 611 889

Masía El Parral 676 470 062

Baretta I, II, III 96 290 52 35

Cases de l’Àgora 96 235 50 39

Mon Mossén 654 113 225

El Cànter 699 328 779

La llar de Laura 639 520 916

Casa Gimeno 717 712 373

El Mirador 678 575 488

Bekirént 601 044 446

Casa rural +Qi 699 094 440

Ontinyent

La Casa de la Vila 667 219 921

Santa Elena 663 882 181

Casa Rural Morera 96 238 01 62

Holiday in Valencia 670 416 995

Ap. Turístico 692 820 865

Finca San Agustín 663 882 181

Albaida

El Pansat Casa Rural 607 16 71 67

La Casona de Albaida 658 77 24 28

El Raconet Rural 655 354 622

Bufali

Espai Solana 603 428 320

Llutxent

El Mas de Xetà 673 795 036

Hotels

Hostels and pensions

Refuges and campings

Bocairent

Hotel L’Estació 962 350 000

Hotel L’Àgora 962 355 039

Ontinyent

Hotel Kazar 962 382 443

Castelló de Rugat

Pensió Benicadell 609 486 412

Ontinyent

Casa Robert Nou Tibot 625 619 423

Hostal Monterrey 962 381 293

Albaida

Pensión Tarifa 625 079 474

Bocairent

Camping Mariola 962 135 160

Ontinyent

Alberg El Perú 665 929 160

Albaida

Alberg Don Bosco 96 292 00 54

Rugat

Camping Natura 962 814 166



Aielo de Rugat

Centre Social 962 897 212

Albaida

Cafeteria Gloria 856 923 970

Cafeteria El Punt 606 824 779

La Fiaca Gastro 962 901 097

Bar el Mercat Municipal 652 796 117

Bar la Nova Bellota 962 900 387

El Nou Gamell 960 617 061

El Jardin 689 311 00

Elvis 962 391 181

La Vall 962 390 501

Noise Café 660 380 891

Suiza 680 624 895

Taska Bar Moros Nou 679 528 955

Llar de Jubilats 962 900 982

Bar Palau 962 900 802

Círculo cultural José Segrelles 962 390 061

L'aranya 962 390 327

Bocateria Panata 962 390 346

Cafeteria Zulay 609 86 6460

Caferteria El Celler 608 107 912

Casa Roberto 670 563 672

Bolera Bowling Albaida 616 246 165

Tarifa 962 390 616

Pasteleria Espí 962 390 216

Pasteleria Soler 962 390 844

Mos i Glop 962 90 7890

La Passarel.la 962 901 810

Retorn 962 390 117

Casablanca 962 900 896

La Estrella Feliz 646 270 960

Hostelry | Bars, rest. and caffes El Calero 962901021

El Pansat 619305338

Los Arcos 962900571

L'apetitosa 659619357

Bocairent

Centre d´Interpretació Turística 661 359 688

Caf. hotel L'àgora 962 355 039

Caf. L'esglai 618 356 465

Caf. Les Coves 962 905 091

Bar Crespo 684 335 477

Bar Sifó 962 350 294

Bar Solbes 962 350 108

Tasca Rabet de Gat 962 351 307

Cervesseria L'aljub 962 350 798

Cervesseria Vicentet 635 296 755

Caf. Domenech 962 350 389

Caf. la Gela 962 905 090

El Ravalet Bar 962 905 262

Caf. La Jijonenca 620 771 227

Hotel Rte L'estació 962 350 000

Bar Rte  Casa Xam 625 540 602

Bar Rte El Camping Mariola 962 135 161

Bar Rte Casa Chimo 962 350 208

Rte El Cancell 962350893

Bar Rte La Rotonda 962905215

Bufali

Bar Casa Cultura 666 929 299

Castelló de Rugat

Pizzeria 676 979 797

Centre Social 962 814 230

La Tasca 962 813 241

Tic-tac 607 944 686

Ameva 676 979 797

Avenida 962 813 152
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Benicadell 962 813 074

Cafeteria Federo’s 670 248 516

Génesis 962 813 096

L’Almud 616 395 494

L’Irlandés 962 813 221

La Pobla del Duc

Bar Jubilats 652 137 788

Bar Vicent 686 647 053

Elevens 675 261 225

Goleta 962 927 867

Gomar 962 927 876

La Tapeta 685 968 175

Mirador 962 927 219

Pista Monterrey 962 250 382

Que Menjem 615 512 944

Ca Ximo 615 383 799

El Campillo 962 250 528

El Mulato 962 250 318

La Relíquia 960 918 400

Llutxent

Pizzeria Fabra 605 097 944

Rest. El Mas de Xetà 673 795 036

Àstrum 620 785 933

Bar Jubilats 628 650 476

Bar La Font 962 294 038

Bar Nou 679 070 690

Bar Rte. Paloma 962 921 830

El Mosset 665 139 119

Maravilla 962 294 235

Rte. L’Alter 651 015 812

Sol 644 410 938

Montaverner

El Celler 658 886 311

La Cava 648 710 850

La Gamba 670 477 840

La Sénia (benzinera) 692 050 293

Tasqueta 622 779 538

Bon Taverner 626 865 529

El Tossal 635 516 429

Ontinyent

Llámame Lola 961 911 991

Oceans's Café 639 478 865

Quica Gastrobar 672 263 306

Ikema 962 383 877

Nou Rocola 962 381 171

Bocanegra 679 459 993

Café Palau 666 564 818

Coret De Sucre 617 233 347

Corner Bar 608 640 611

El Camí Vell Bar 961 194 468

Forn Carlos Estelles 962 382 767

El Taconet 961 194 044

El Robledillo 680 273 424

L'alqueria 633 500 398

La Trobada Café 688 074 945

La Fragua 635 478 128

Márago Café i Té 657 410 273

Maria 665 192 265

Nou Art Café 961 910 605

Aires De Sevilla 663 285 174

Nou Ramonet 961 910 255

Nou Tauro 962 381 847

Rio Mundo 962 381 974

El Cafenet 962 386 157

La Penya 962387305

Petit Comité 960 883 348

Cafeteria 91 962911515

Atenea Café 962 383 273



Avenida 962 910 742

Barranquet 625 477 750

La Taska 962 387 614

Cafe Del Mestre 661 291 868

Cafeteria Centro 650 687 796

Blue Café 961 911 032

Chuymar 962 380 017

El Conde 699 223 030

Sombrero 962 383 507

Tambor 651 490 517

Teixo 616 360 674

Fontinyent 962 385 757

Huerta 962 910 733

Jauja 962 380 010

Nova Àgora 962 38 9377

L'alba 962386941

La Tisana 962381080

Los Chicos 962383431

Mayans 671683452

Nou Orba 962911621

Paco 962384762

Pan Comido Entrepans 607779116

Penalti 962381331

Polideportivo Ontinyent 629319119

Ràpit 607557646

Roma Cafeteria 962914145

San Remo 962913522

Slitti 962386157

Stop Dos Bocateria 962 915 111

Stop  Sportiu 962 910 043

Sucre 687 786 885

Teo 626 757 030

Vaquero 962 383 567

Bokati 962 913 085

Circulo Industrial Agricola 962 380 143

Colon 655 699 110

Els Nanos 663 699 120

Els Tonells Cervecería 961 910 307

Hijo De Teodoro Mora 962 910 430

La Canya- Cerveceria 677 558 267

La Tardor 962 910 814

Miranda 619 916 376

Nou Tibot 962 383 518

Vicent 962 910 171

La Quimera 628 246 495

Susú 961 912 281

Albert's Cafetería 961 910 844

Alma Café 615 468 696

Més Que Oci El Lloc (Mercadona) 962 382 115

Gomis Cafetería 626 293 568

Harmony Café 669 200 111

L'Arjama 680 303 036

Més Que Tapes 961 940 450

Moonlight 686 499 870

El Cambrer Fidel 652 012 415

Torro 654 080 007

Autograma 619 383 728

El Llombo 961 911 190

El Salvador 962 380 008

Festers 962 380 047

La Colla De Pere 675 639 632

El Lloc Nou 962 382 115

Mª Vicenta Gimeno 962 914 210

Nou Almaig 962 910 868

Blanc I Negre 661 917 871

Debosc 638 868 013

Due Cocina Italiana 649 217 170

Nou Tendur 962 388 809
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El Encuentro -Asador Argentino 687 321 014

La Vall 656 606 218

Vinoteca Malvasia 962 381 963

Aitana 962 385 724

El Nou Almaig 962 190 868

Zoco 690 851 667

Nou Racó Del Tirador 962 911 686

Cases De Borras 690 930 784

Don Picaeta 2 962914324

Paixixi Restaurant 961 910 857

Kazar 962 382 443

El Nou Tendur 962 388 809

Sents 962 387 762

El Típic 961 912 424

Molí Del Pas 627 213 829

La Gamba Taberna 961 910 448

Pata Negra - Bodega Jamoneria 670 866 327

Adrian 962 380 190

La Alhambra 962 387 414

Camarena 962 384 240

Casa Ines 962 381 320

Casa Segui 962 911 779

Don Picaeta- El Comodí 670 557 625

El Cantó 962 385 137

El Taulell 617 837 630

El Tinell De Calabuig 962 915 048

L'Alfori 962 384 912

La Cuina-Sens 962 387 762

El Meson Del Rey 962 382 685

Monterrey 962 386 298

Mª Vicenta Gimeno 962 384 912

Molí del Pas 627 213 829

Monterrey 962 386 298

Nou Almaig 962 910 868

Nou Racó del Tirador 962 911 686

Nou Rocola 962 381 171

Paixixi Restaurant 961 910 857

Pata Negra 670 866 327

Picasso 962 912 586

Sant Vicent 656 781 162

Sents 678 422 241

Zoco 690 851 667

Rugat

Càmping Oasis Park 962 814 166

Menjars Clareta 962 814 194
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